
 
 

 

 

Digital Transformation in “The Age of the Customer”

Webinar 
CIAM: Delivering Better Security and Customer Experience – August 17 

Conferences 

Gartner Catalyst Conference – August 21-24 

Oktane17 conference – August 28-30

Perhaps the biggest of many recent strategic shifts toward digital transformation in the “age of the

customer” is the move from anonymity to identity in the consumer experience. At the heart of this shift is

the demand for online experiences that are both personalized and meaningful. Alongside this trend, the

imperative for better security, access control, and privacy—combined with the need to maintain user profile

information in a safe and compliant manner—can no longer be ingnored. Learn more: view the CIAM

webinar. 

CIAM relies upon underlying identity technologies and complementary disciplines, many of which, as it

happens, will be highlighted at this month’s Gartner Catalyst and Oktane17 conferences:

Be sure to attend Gartner Catalyst if innovation in and simplification of identity infrastructure—as

well as virtualization, security and identity, and cloud migration—are among your top IT priorities.

“Customer-focused” Oktane17 sessions include: Identity-Driven Mobile Management; Developing

a Great Login and Registration Experience; Safeguarding Customers from Account Compromise.

Webinar
CIAM: Delivering Better Security and Customer Experience by Virtualizing and
Integrating Identity Data
August 17, 11 a.m. Pacific / 2 p.m. Eastern 

In this digital Age of the Customer, it’s essential to maximize the commercial advantage of your user-

identity data—without compromising your customers’ security. To do this, you need to overcome technical

complexities, which include challenges presented by consumer data that’s effectively “silo-ed”, within (and
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across) internal business systems, or that’s in the cloud. View the CIAM webinar and learn how combining

identity data-integration technology with cloud-based customer identity management can meet today’s

challenges and drive new business value, while reducing cost, risk, and time to market. 

» Join us!

Conferences
Gartner Catalyst Conference
August 21-24 - San Diego 

Gartner Catalyst Conference gives you how-to advice, instruction, and solutions spanning a broad range

of technical topics—embedded in six conference tracks, each tailored to specific roles. Take advantage of

these special Radiant events and benefits:

Speaker session: Learn how Transamerica used identity virtualization to implement a federated

identity service—gaining business agility and greater performance. Speaker: Lead Systems

Integration Analyst Mark Oehler, AEGON/Transamerica.

Free grog (read: “craft beer on tap”) and giveaways at the Radiant Hospitality Suite, Promenade

A/B, Tuesday, August 22, 6:05 p.m. – 8:05 p.m.

$300 off your registration! Radiant Logic is a Platinum Sponsor of Gartner Catalyst. Register now

using the Radiant Logic priority code CATSP11. Talk to our Solution Architects at Booth #401.

» Join us!

Oktane17
August 28-30 - Las Vegas 

Get up to speed at Oktane17. Acquire the latest intelligence on identity management, provisioning,

security, and mobility. Featuring 2 keynote addresses, 11 training labs, hours of pre-conference training—

plus 48 information-packed breakout sessions. 

» Join us!
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